
 
We are hiring! 

Portfolio Manager (f,m,x) 
 

Fulltime, remote work possible 

 

ABOUT US 

We are a leading, healthcare dedicated FinTech company, with a special focus on financing digital 
healthcare solutions.  

Our mission is to facilitate and enable impactful investments into medical breakthrough innovation to 
disrupt and improve healthcare delivery models, products, and services. We enable our investors to 
build their very individual portfolio of healthcare start-ups - according to their personal investment 
focus. 

A cooperation with EIT Health, and a growing network of partnerships across Europe, allow us to source 
and evaluate the most promising healthcare investment opportunities, structure their financing rounds, 
and enable healthcare technology-driven investors, such as Business Angels, UHNWIs, Family Offices, 
and Corporate Investors, to participate in deal-by-deal healthcare investment opportunities. 

THE ROLE  

As we are expanding our healthcare direct investment activities across Europe, financing and supporting 
young and aspiring healthcare companies to innovate healthcare, we are looking for a Portfolio 
Manager who will help us manage a portfolio of direct investments in healthcare start-ups, 
predominantly in the DACH region, as well as source and assess new investment opportunities by 

• maintaining in depth analytical knowledge of the financial markets and competitive landscape 
with focus on the Healthtech space 

• identify industry trends and match them with our investment focus and deal selection process 
by benchmarking potential investments against the portfolios fund's risk - return objectives, 
synergies, industry diversification and guidelines 

• communicating with portfolio companies to obtain additional information or negotiate 
changes to terms and conditions identify bottlenecks/shortcomings in the portfolio companies 
early on 

• tracking the performance of our investee companies and drive follow-on investments 
systematically where it fits our investment strategy and approach.  



• preparing reports for investors on the portfolios fund's performance, including updates on 
individual investments 

• supporting the preparation of reporting procedures for portfolio fund management including 
the development / improvement of reporting processes towards our stakeholders 

• representing the interests of Aescuvest and our Limited Partners on portfolio level 

You will be able to contribute your ideas and professional value add from day one. We will offer you the 
opportunity to work remotely and from partner offices anywhere in Europe, e.g. Stockholm, Brussels, 
Munich, Paris, London and many more. You are highly motivated and driven by the goal to innovate 
healthcare by applying an equally innovative approach to venture financing.  

WHY JOIN 

We back European entrepreneurs, founders, and management teams whose innovative approach to 
improve healthcare will shape the next level of innovation to improve healthcare processes, enhance 
healthcare system and boost healthcare outcomes. We want you to become a core team member and 
are ready to invest in your career and personal growth.  

WHAT YOU NEED TO SUCCEED 

You are analytical, well organized, but flexible. You are detail focused, and execution focused, while 
keeping the bigger picture in mind. You have the entrepreneurial mindset and a dealmaker’s attitude, to 
successfully interact with the management teams of the companies we invest in. You are comfortable 
with interacting and building relationships with our investors (Family Office, UHNWIs, Corporate 
Venture Partners and Private Wealth Consultants in the private banking sector). Your interpersonal and 
English language skills are impeccable, a second language would be beneficial. 

• Bachelor’s Degree (ideally in finance or business administration), healthcare background is a 
plus 

• Experience with financial transactions, related legal matters, fundraising, ideally (but not 
necessarily) in the startup context 

• Experience in project management, including legal processes 
• Strong analytical and organizational skills  

APPLY NOW  

Please get int touch by sending us your motivational letter, a CV, and your salary expectation:  
hr@aescuvest.eu 


